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COBA

BACKGROUND: The names of the earliest explorers to reach Coba are not really

known but John Lloyd Stephens (1843) heard about the ruins and the sacbe to

Yaxuna when he was in the village of Chemax. For once, Stephens' interest in

"old walls" failed him and he decided not to look for either the sacbe or the

ruins. The first verified exploration of Coba was made in 1886 by J. P.

Contreras and D. Elizalde who took notice of the Coba Group (Iglesia) and the

Nohoch Mul pyramid (Ixmoja), as well as other structures. Teobert Maler

visited the ruins in 1891 and provided a brief description of the Coba core area

as well as a photograph of the Diving God temple at the top of the Ixmoja

pyramid.

Thomas Gann (1926) visited Coba early in this century but the first really

extensive survey of the site was made by groups from the Carnegie Institution

of Washington who sent several expeditions to the site between 1926 and 1930.

These investigations were described by Thompson et al. (1932) who located

many of the sacbeob and stelae in the central portion of the site as well as

numerous groups of buildings. The CIW groups were followed by other

professional archaeologists from both Mexico and the USA as well as

knowledgable amateurs such as members of the Explorers Club of New York City.

The modern history of the exploration of the site properly begins in 1974 when

Willy Folan and George Stuart, in cooperation with INAH, Mexico, initiated a

new site survey and settlement study of the ruins. They were joined by others,

including Ellen Kintz and Laraine Fletcher (graduate sudents from the State

University of New York, Stonybrook) as well as staff archaeologists from the

Southeast regional Center of INAH, including Antonio Benavides, Fernando

Robles, Piedad Peniche and Jaime Garduno. The projects carried out by the

INAH personnel included the excavation and consolidation of major structures

including the Iglesia and Nonoch Mul pyramids, as well as smaller buildings

such as the El Cuartel and Las Pinturas structures.

I visited the site on several occasions, starting in 1971 but most of my data

was recorded in 1974 and 1978, with minor additions in 1981. While I have

reviewed most of the up-to-date literature on the various projects carried out

in Coba in the 1970fs, the data in the present report is based on my own

investigations and measurements; any errors or omissions in same are mine.



SITUATION: The ruins are situated among a series of small inland lakes in the

state of Quintana Roo, about 100 kilometers east, and slightly south of the

better known ruins of Chichen Itza. This puts the site about 35 kilometers due

west of the east coast and 42 kilometers northwest of the ruins of Tulum, which

overlook the Carribean Sea. The site can now be reached by two paved roads,

one starting on the coastal highway near Tulum and the other commencing in

Nuemo Xcan, a village on the main highway between Valladolid and Cancun.

TOPOGRAPHY: The area in the immediate vicinity of the site is a low, flat

plain with some local relief. In addition to the lakes, which are the result of

fault-lines running northeast-southwest, the natural terrain is dotted with

numerous sink-holes, or cenotes. The ground slopes gently down to the edges

of the lakes but there are no real hills or high ridges within the site proper.

WATER SUPPLY: The main water supply was undoubtedly the several fresh-water

lakes, around which the major groups of structures are built. In addition, there

are several cenotes, which both augmented the water supplied by the lakes and

provided more convenient water sources for residential areas in their

immediate environs. Besides these features, check dams, catch basins and

wells provided additional water resources.

MAPS: Thompson et al. (1932) provided sketch maps of the principal groups of

structures around the lakes (Coba, Nohoch Mul, Kukican, and Macanxoc Groups)

as well as a map showing the major causeways (sacbeob). Folan et al (1983,

fig. 1.3) provided detailed maps of 13 different "zones" of the site (I-XIII) and

other mapping projects were carried out by Benavides (1976b), Fletcher (1978),

Kintz (1978) and Gallareta N. (1981). Collectively, these later maps are of

particular interest since they include a substantial amount of data from the

suburban residential zones, as well as the major ceremonial-residential area(s)

in the site center.

SIZE: Based on the mapping projects described above, Coba is now known to

include a built-up and continuously occupied area of about 63-70 square

kilometers. According to Folan (1975, 1976) Greater Coba extends considerably

beyoni^d these limits and probably covers an area at least as large as the 120

square kilometer area described by Puleston (1983) for Greater Tikal.



CIVIC PLAN: The combined efforts of the Coba Archaeological Mapping Project,

led by Folan and Stuart, together with the mapping projects carried out by INAH

personnel, suggests that the urban structure of Coba consists of three

concentric zones, starting with a central core area (epicenter Coba) which

includes the Coba, Nohoch Mul, and Chumuk Mul groups, and possibly the

Macanxoc Group as well. Surrounding this area is an inner suburban zone,

divided into several different political and social units by the numerous

causeways which radiate out from the center of the city in all directions.

Beyond this zone are the outer suburban areas (peripheral Coba) which are

linked to the central core area and inner suburbs by the intrasite causeways

which terminate in peripheral and presumably, secondary administrative-

ceremonial complexes. The inters ite causeways establish links with distant

outposts of Coba, such as Yaxuna and Ixil. See Folan et al. (1983), Benavides

(1976b, 1981) and Garduno (1979) for further discussion of the organization of

Coba, and its urban structure.
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ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY AT COBA, QUINTANA ROO, MEXICO

I first visited the ruins of Coba in 1971, during the time when the road from

the highway near Tulum to the site was still under construction. This

necessitated a long walk to the site near the end of the line over a rough track

hacked out by bulldozers. During my next three visits to the site (1974, 1978,

1981) I recorded detailed architectural data on the then exposed architectural

remains, including several buildings which had recently been cleared and

consolidated as part of the preservation program carried out in the late 1970Ms

by crews from INAH, Mexico.

Because of the limited number of exposed architectural remains, my survey

tended in part to follow the preliminary architectural survey made some years

earlier by archaeologists from the Carnegie Institution of Washington between

1926 and 1930 (Thompson et al, 1932), although I was able to record details of

several structures not seen by them. This data languished in my files until

early 1991, when I determined to put it into the same form I had been using

more recently to record data from buildings in other regions to the west.

At the outset, it was quite clear, both from my own investigations and those of

the CIW investigators, that there were two major styles of architecture at Coba,

which Pollock (1932) initially called "superior" and "inferior". These terms

referred mostly to the construction technology employed in the two differing

styles and Pollock was quick to point out that structures with "inferior"

construction showed marked affiliations with the architectural remains seen

along the eastern coast of Quintana Roo. He also attempted to draw

comparisons between those buildings showing "superior" construction with

those from other regions and concluded that those buildings with superior

construction were from an earlier period and showed some affiliations with

buildings in the Peten region of Guatemala. Folan (1983) put it in slightly

different terms when he said that earlier (Late Classic) architecture at Coba

was more like architecture in the Peten than it was to the architecture in

Yucatan as seen at Chichen Itza or at Puuc sites.

All writers, including myself, now concur that many structures at Coba, such as

the temple-shrines in the Coba Group, the Pinturas Group, Sr. Thompson's

Temple, and the upper temple of the Nohoch Mul pyramid- temple complex are in



fact Postclassic constructions, dating to the same period as the Postclassic

architecture found at numerous sites along the east coast, and in particular,

Tulum. Folan (1983) also suggested that the Postclassic architecture at Coba

could well have been the result of coastal peoples moving into Coba, following a

hiatus between A.D. 1000-1250 when Coba was reduced to the status of a minor

"Toltec" outpost.

From my perspective, the case for the connection between Coba and the Peten in

Guatemala during the Late Classic period appears to be based more on stylistic

similarities between the stelae at Coba and those at Naranjo, rather than any

real architectural similarities. The great stepped pyramids seen in both the

Coba and Nohoch Mul Groups do bring to mind the high pyramids at Peten sites,

but those at Tikal and other Peten sites have recessed, inset corners rather

than the rounded corners of the Coba pyramids. It is also noteworthy that

Maler (1908) made no suggestion of round-corner pyramids in his sketch map of

Naranjo.

It seems to me that any similarities between Peten style buildings and the Late

Classic buildings at Coba are fairly superficial. At sites in the Peten, and in

the Usumacinta region as well, the lower walls of buildings are rather thick

(1.0-1.4 m.) and rooms are relatively narrow (1.37-1.67 m.) whereas at Coba

walls are much thinner (.76-1.0) and rooms are considerably wider, averaging

about 2.4 m. in width. In the same fashion, the vaults in Peten style buildings

tend to be fairly low (1.2-1.5 m. high) and are faced with good-sized,

specialized stones with square to rectangular beveled faces. In contrast, the

vaults in Late Classic buildings at Coba are higher (1.5-1.8 m.) and are faced

with very thin, non-specialized slabs with roughly dressed, vertical faces. On

the exterior, Peten style buildings show inward sloping upper facades,

decorated with large masks and other stone and stucco sculptural forms whereas

at Coba, upper facades on Late Classic buildings are vertical, and appear to be

very plain, except for small inset panels, none of which presently carry any

decorative elements. Finally, the great temples with their towering roofcombs

which are prominent features at Peten and Usumacinta sites are not found in

b

any numer at Coba as all the standing temples are Postclassic constructions,
/^

none of which carry any form of roofcomb.



From my point of view then, the Late Classic architecture at Coba represents a

distinctive regional development, which differs both from its neighbors in

Yucatan to the west as well as those to the south and southwest such as the

Peten and Usumacinta regions, and I believe that the data presented in the

following pages will tend to confirm this view.
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SITE: COBA DATE: 3/12/1978

COBA GROUP

The Coba Group (shown as Group B on CIW map (1932) is a huge complex of

structures, terraces and courts situated between Lake Coba and Lake Macanxoc.

The western end of the group begins near the east end of Lake Coba and runs

westward, along the northern shore of Lake Macanxoc. It covers an area

roughly 450 meters east-west and a little over 200 meters north-south (see

sketch map). As this map indicates, the larger complex appears to be made up

of three smaller zones, west, central and east. The western zone includes

Structures I-XVIII, the central section Structures XIX-XXXVII, and eastern

section Structures XXXVIII-XLII.

Although many of its vaulted masonry structures are now nothing more than

piles of rubble, it is clear that this "oversized" complex was made up of a

series of plazas, terraces and courts and their associated stairways, around

which were grouped a series of platforms and pyramids, which in turn supported

a variety of small temples and shrines, and larger, range-type buildings, the

latter sometimes referred to as palaces, or palace-type buildings. Most of

these superstructures have long since collapsed and only scattered bits and

pieces of walls, vaults, and roofcombs can now be seen, together with a few

more or less well preserved rooms.

In an earlier publication (Andrews, 1975) I used the term Palace Complex as a

way of describing special building groups showing somewhat similar

aggregations of open spaces (courtyards, terraces, plazas) surrounded by a

variety of building forms, large and small, and cited examples of these kinds of

complexes at Palenq*lue, Uaxactun, and Tikal (ibid, fig. 13). The group at Tikal,

known as the Central Acropolis, is probably more like the Coba Group than the

others, even though it does not contain any really high, pyramid-temples like

the two found in the Coba Group (Structures I and XXII).

Peter Harrison (1971), who made a detailed analysis of the organization and

building types of the Central Acropolis at Tikal, suggested that the buildings in

this complex included both permanent and temporary residences, storehouses,



oratories and family shrines, as well as "unspecified" structures. Because

most of the vaulted masonry buildings in Group B at Coba are wholly or partly

fallen, it is not possible to draw any significant comparisons with the building

forms and types identified by Harrison at Tikal. I would only point to the

general similarities between the Coba Group and the Central Acropolis at Tikal,

and suggest that the Coba Group (Group B) accomodated both ceremonial and

secular functions with the ceremonial functions confined more to the western

zone, and secular functions, including elite residences, more concentrated in

the central and eastern zones.

The "ceremonial" character of the western sector was suggested by Folan (1983)

who pointed out that the Great Plaza at the western end of this complex with

2

10,000 meters of open space, could accomodate at least 10,000 people for

special occasions and that the monumental stairways fronting onto the Great

Plaza could easily accomodate 3,000 additional persons. To this vision of

public ceremonies we can add the fact that the largest pyramid-temple of the

Coba Group (La Iglesia), the ballcourt, and numerous shrines and stela are

concentrated in the western sector, confirming its ceremonial-religious

emphasis. In contrast, the central section contains mostly mult i -chambered,

range-type buildings, which are more suitable for residential and other secular

functions. The Eastern sector is the least well known but might well have

accomodated service, as well as residential functions.
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COBA, Coba Group, View from above.

COBA, Coba Group. Portion of Structure XXVIII



COBA. Coba Group. La Iqlesia Pvramid before excavation.

COBA, Coba Group. La Iglesia Pyramid after excavation.
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COBA, Coba Croup. Structure XXII.

COBA, Coba Croup. Structure XXII.
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SITE: COBA

LA IGLESIA (Structure I, Coba Group)

The great pyramid- temple complex at the western end of the Coba Group, now

known as La Iglesia, includes a stepped pyramid with 9 main bodies and

stairway on west side, which supports a small temple-shrine at the top.

Overall height of pyramid about 24 meters. Two one-room buildings face west

onto a narrow platform at an intermediate level near the base of the pyramid

and there are remains of additional vaulted rooms (from an earlier period) at a

lower level on the north and south sides of lower portion of main stairway

giving access to Patio A. At the base of the latter stairway are the remains of

a small, U-shaped enclosure with stela fragment and round masonry altar.

About 12.15 meters further to the west is an additional broad stairway, leading

down to the main plaza at the west end of the Coba Group (see plan). Tne

above description is further complicated by the fact that several construction

phases are represented by the components noted above and the relative

chronology of the various parts is still not entirely clear.

Judging from the exposed remains, the Iglesia complex in its present form is

the result of at least three major construction phases. The first phase was

represented by a U-shaped building with single rows of rooms on the north,

south, and east sides of Patio A. There appear to have been nine doorways in

the north and south wings of this structure and seven in the east section. A

portion of the north and east wings of this building was excavated in 1975

(Benavides, 1976b) and can be entered through a doorway just north of the lower

part of the stairway on the east side of Patio A. Two of the doorways in the

south wing of this structure have also been exposed but the room(s) behind has

not been cleared.

During the second phase, the earliest version of the Iglesia pyramid was built,

together with the small temple on top. The stairway on the west side of the

pyramid covered the central rooms of the earlier U-shaped building. The third

phase included a new and wider stairway near the base of the pyramid on the

west side, as well as the erection of the two small rooms on either side of the

upper portion of the main stairway of the pyramid. During this same phase, or



perhaps even later, the pyramid was enlarged to produce the present rounded

corners, a small gallery like space was built below the upper temple, and the

stela was erected in the upper temple, together with the adjacent benches. See

Benavides (1981) and Folan (1983) for further discussion of La Iglesia complex

and various construction phases.



SITE: COBA

LA IGLESIA - UPPER TEMPLE

Considering the size of the Iglesia pyramid, the upper temple is disappointing

to say the least. In its final form it consisted of a very small room, about

2.21 meters long and .82 meters wide, with a single doorway in the west wall.

The room had a raised floor and low benches in both ends, and the northern

bench extended into the doorway. The remains of a sculptured stela (Stela 33)

was set against the back wall, between the benches (see plan). At a later date

a very narrow antechamber was constructed against the west wall of the original

temple and this addition had three doorways, formed by square piers in its

western wall. Tne west face of the antechamber is set back about 1.50 meters

from the western edge of the uppermost platform of the pyramid.

According to Benavides (1981) the small room now housing the broken stela was

reduced in size when the stela and benches were added, but I have no data on

the size of the original room. The upper part of the walls, and vaults if any, of

both rooms are fallen and there is no way of knowing their original

configurations. Benavides also described several artifacts recovered from an

offering beneath the stela and another in front.



SITE: COBA DATE: 3/12/1978

STRUCTURE: LA IGLESIA - UPPER TEMPLE

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 1 (Room with Stela)

DIMENSIONS:

Length; 2.20 m.

Width: .82 m.

WALLS:

Height: Uncertain, upper part fallen (about 2 m. high at present).

Thickness: Rear wall 1.27 m. thick. Front wall 1.67 m. thick at doorjamb.

Stonework: Walls faced with roughly dressed stones, set in uneven courses.

Workmanship is poor.

Doorways: Doorway in west wall 1.32 m. wide.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: No data.

Wall Openings: None noted.

Platforms: Benches, about .46 m. high, in both ends of room. Northern bench

extends into doorway (see plan).

Other: Floor of this room raised .63 m. above floor of antechamber to west.

Butt end of stela set at back wall between benches.

OBSERVATIONS: It seems very likely that both Room 1, and the antechamber in

front, are Postclassic constructions, and that the uppermost platform of the

pyramid is also a Postclassic addition. As with the Nohuch Mul pyramid, there

is the possibility that the original Iglesia pyramid had a Late Classic temple

at the top, which was dismanteled, or covered over, when the upper platform and

temple-shrine were constructed.



SITE: COBA

LA IGLESIA - ROOMS AT INTERMEDIATE LEVEL

A broad stairway, with 15 risers, on the east side of Court A leads to a narrow

platform in front of the main (and narrower) stairway leading to the top of the

Iglesia pyramid. On both sides of the latter stairway are the remains of small,

one-room buildings with long benches against the back wall. The room south of

the stairway has a U-shaped bench while the north room has a rectangular bench

running the full length of the room (see plan). Unfortunately, the upper

portions of the walls and the vaults of both rooms have completely collapsed

and there is nothing to indicate the former character of the main (west)

facades of either room.

Both of these rooms represent later additions to the Iglesia complex, which

were added at the time the outer stairway to the west was built, which fills the

east side of Court A. As noted in the discussion of the earlier rooms situated

on the north and south sides of Court A (Structures II and III), these structures

included a central (eastern) section which was filled in and covered over when

the new stairway and its associated rooms were built.



SITE: COBA DATE: 3/12/1978

STRUCTURE: LA IGLESIA (Coba Group)

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room South of Stairway

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.61 m.

Width: 1.88 m.

WALLS:

Height: Uncertain; upper portion of walls fallen.

Thickness: Front wall 76 m. thick at doorjamb. Rear wall .81 m. thick.

Stonework: Walls faced with roughly dressed, rectangular blocks.

Doorways: Doorway in west wall 2.64 m. wide.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: No data.

Wall Openings: None noted.

Platforms: Most of floor space filled with large, U-shaped bench, 1.27 m. deep,

with additional raised portion in center. Raised portion 3.72 m. wide, with

projecting molding at top, .25 m. high. Molding projects .06 m.

Other: Step in front of bench, about 3.19 m. long. .15 m. high, .33 m. deep.

VAULTS: No data; fallen.

OBSERVATIONS This room appears to have been added at the time the platform

and stairway in front were built over older stairway of Iglesia pyramid.



SITE: COBA DATE: 3/12/1978

STRUCTURE: LA IGLESIA (COBA GROUP)

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room North of Stairway

DIMENSIONS:

Length; 4.97 m.

Width: 2.09 m.

WAILS:

Height: 2.31 m. floor to springline.

Thickness: Front wall .68 m. thick. Rear wall .68 m. thick.

Stonework: Walls faced with roughly dressed, rectangular blocks.

Doorways; Doorway in west wall 1.73 m. wide.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: No data.

Wall Opening: None noted.

Platforms: Long bench against rear wall, full length of room. Bench is .56 m.

high, 1.22 m. deep, 1.75 m. top of bench to springline.

VAULTS: No data; fallen.

OBSERVATIONS: This room undoubtedly built at same time as companion room

on south side of stairway.
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Coba, Coba Group. La Igesia Pyramid before excavation. Coba, Coba Group. La Iglesia Pyramid after excavation.



COBA, Quintana Roo

Court A, La lolesia Pyramid
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COBA, Quintana Roo

Upper Temple, La Iqlesia Pyr.
G.F. Andrews, 1981
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SITE: COBA

STRUCTURE II, IGLESIA COMPLEX OF COBA GROUP

Structure II of the Coba Group was shown on CIW map (Thompson, 1932) as a

long platform on the north side of Court A, which is situated on the west side

of the Iglesia pyramid (Structure I on Thompson map). No plan of the building

represented by Structure I was shown on Thompson map but in the discussion,

Pollock (1932) did note the presence of at least one room inside the platform.

At the time the Iglesia Complex was cleared and consolidated (Benavides,

1976b), the northern portion of Structure I was excavated, revealing the

remains of a very long, gallery-type room which originally had nine doorways

opening to the south. At the present time only three of these doorways can be

seen, and the two eastern doorways were blocked up at the time the final

stairway in front of the Iglesia pyramid was constructed. A very small

fragment of the upper wall zone can also be seen, which projects out about .23

meters in front of the lower wall. See separate sheet for interior details.



SITE: COBA DATE: 3/12/1978

STRUCTURE II, IGLESIA COMPLEX, COBA GROUP

OTIERIOR DETAILS: - Room 1 (Long room, north side of Court A)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: Very long room only part of which has been excavated. This portion

about 12.77 m. long.

Width: 1.22 m.

WALLS:

Height: 2.15 m., floor to springline.

Thickness: Front (south) wall .73 m. thick at doorjambs.

Stonework: Walls faced with very roughly dressed blocks, varying in size.

Doorways: Doorways now exposed vary in width; 1.47 m. to 1.98 m. Original

lintels fallen and replaced with concrete lintels.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: No data.

Wall Openings: None noted.

Platforms: None.

Other: Doorjambs edged with red paint wherever plaster finish is still

preserved.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .037-.05 m.

Height: .92 m. springline to bottom of capstones.

Form: Vault faces have straight sides but surfaces are very irregular due to

poor stonework.

Stonework: Vault faced with very roughly dressed thin slabs, with considerable

chinking in joints.

Capstones: Capstone span varies - .20-.30 m.

Crossbeams: Two rows of crossbeams; one row near midheight of vault, upper

row just below capstone.

OBSERVATIONS: Details of Rooms 2 and 3 (east wing) very similar to those

seen in this room.
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SITE: COBA
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STRUCIURE IV Building at northwest corner (Coba Group)>

At the northwest corner of the large platform known as Structure IV, there is a

small spur which supports a one-room building overlooking Court B to the east

(see plan below). The interior of this room is relatively well preserved and

details are given on separate sheet. Exterior mostly destroyed but it is

possible to see remains of roofcomb near one end (Benavides, 1981, fig. 14).

Just to the southwest of this building, at west edge of main platform of

Structure IV, there is a projecting stairway, with vaulted passageway below,

similar to the passageway below the stairway on the north side of the ballcourt

(Structure XVII).



SITE: COBA
DATE: 6/9/1981

STRUCTURE IV (Building at Northwest Corner)

OTIERIOR DETAILS:

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.12 m.

Width: 1.52 m.

WALLS:

Height: Uncertain: room partly filled with debris.

Thickness: Front (east) wall 1.19 m. thick at jambs.

Stonework: WaUs faced with roughly dressed blocks, up to .15 x .46 m. on face

and .30-. 35 m. deep.

Doorways: Doorway in east wall 1.19 m. wide.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: No data.

Wall Openings: None noted.

Platforms: Low, L-shaped bench in north end of room with 2 levels (see plan).
Lowest level is .20 m. high, upper part .40 m. high.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .06 m.; both long walls and end walls.

Height: .53 m. springline to bottom of capstones.

Form: Vault faces have straight sides.

Stonework: Vault faced with thin slabs, .037-.06 m. thick and .30-.38 m. deep
with vertical faces. These slabs are "unspecialized" and differ considerably
from specialized vault stones seen in Puuc and adjacent regions.

Capstones: Capstone span about .30 m. Capstones are huge; 1.88 m. long, .40 m.

wide, .10-.12 m. thick.

Crossbeams: Single row of three crossbeams .12 m. to center above springline.
One beam centered over doorway, others are 1.01 m. from end walls.

Otherj_ Vault very low compared to other Late Classic vaults at Coba.



OBSERVATIONS: While vaults are faced with numerous courses of thin slabs

with vertical faces, vault surfaces are fairly smooth as joints between facing

stones are filled with small stones used as chinking. When covered with

plaster, surface was very even.



SITE: COBA

BALLCOURT - STRUCTURE XVII, COBA GROUP

Just north of Patio A of the Iglesia pyramid, are two parallel structures

representing the remains of a ballcourt. Fragments of a large ring can be seen

in the debris near the center of the court (east side), with traces of a fallen

building on top of the platform behind (see plan).

The most unusual feature of the ballcourt is a stairway on the north end of the

eastern structure with a vaulted passageway below. The passageway is 11.15 m.

long, 1.40 m. wide, and 2.13 m. high, floor to bottom of capstones. The vault

itself is about .91 m. high with no offset at the springline. The stonework in

both walls and vault is fairly crude; walls are faced with roughly dressed

blocks, irregular in size, and vault is faced with rough cut slabs in true

corbeled form.
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SITE: COBA

STRUCTURE XXXV, COBA GROUP

Structure XXXV appears to have been a single-room building, with three

doorways in its eastern wall overlooking Court T (see sketch plan of Coba

group). At the present time, only part of the western wall and vault and part of

the southern wall can be seen. The room, which measures about 12 meters long

and 2 meters wide, is of special interest because of the remnants of

hieroglyphic inscriptions painted in black found on the surviving plaster of the

west wall, just below the springline. Apparently, this line of glyphs continued

all the way across the rear wall. Near the southwest corner of the room, below

the glyphs on the rear wall, are traces of paintings in red, orange, and green.

Unfortunately, these fragments are too worn to make out the subject matter of

the paintings.



SITE: COBA - NOHOCH MUL GROUP

This group was observed by Teobert Maler (1891) who provided a brief

description of the Nohoch Mul pyramid- temple and a photograph of the main

facade of the upper temple (Thompson, 1932). Pollock (1932) provided a much

more detailed description of the group as a whole, together with sketch map,

drawings, and descriptions of those structures which could be seen at that

time. Group was remapped in 1970fs as part of INAH settlement study of Coba

and^shows many more structures than those located by Pollock (copy of INAH

map of group included with this report). In addition to Structure I, the Nohoch

Mul pyramid-temple (also called the Ixmoja pyramid), the more important

structures of this group include Structures VII, IX, X, and XIII.

Perhaps the most curious structure uncoverd by the more recent survey is

Structure XIII, also known as El Cono (the cone) or El Xiabe, the latter

signifying road crossing in Maya. Structure XIII is a cone-shaped structure,

about 15 meters high, which appears to have had a very small shrine (oratory)

at the top. Its designation in connection with road cross ing(s) is based on the

fact that the centerlines of Sacbes 1, 5, 6, and 8
,
when continued meet at a

point just southwest of this structure (see plan).

The other major structure of this group, Structure VII (The Great Platform), is a

huge platform about 30 meters high, with two main bodies, which is situated

north-northwest of the Nohoch Mul pyramid. It measures about 110 by 125

meters along the base and has a broad stairway in two runs on its southwest

side. Strangely, there are no superstructures on top although a number of

metates were found. One possibility for the lack of buildings is that the great

platform was intended to serve as the supporting substructure for an acropolis
-

type complex of buildings, which were never built.

Detailed descriptions, together with drawings, photographs, and data are given

for Structures I, IX and X in the pages which follow.
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SITE: COBA - NOHOCH MUL PYRAMID (Ixmoja pyramid)

This huge stepped pyramid, which measures about 55 meters (northeast-

southwest) by 60 meters along its base, consists of 7 main bodies (terraces)

with inset, rounded corners and a double stairway on its southwest side.

Benavides (1981, fig. 17) noted that this pyramid, which has a total height of

42 meters is the highest pyramid in the northern part of the Yucatan peninsula,

and thus outranks the Castillo at Chichenm Itza and the Advino pyramid at

Uxmal, both of which are lower. The main stairway, which is about 13.68

meters wide, runs to the top of the next to highest level of the pyramid, where

two smaller stairways give access to the uppermost level. Since the uppermost

platform of the pyramid, together with the Diving God Temple on top, are known

to be Postclassic additions, it is possible that the original pyramid, which

would have had only six levels, supported a Late Classic temple which was

either destroyed, or simply buried, when the upper level platform and temple

were constructed. The second stairway, which is adjacent to the main

stairway, runs only to the fourth terrace of the pyramid where remains of a

single vaulted room are found, with multiple doorways formed by two pilasters.

The lower portion of a stela is set into the floor at the rear of this room.

A second room, also with three doorways divided by large piers, is found at

ground level on the southeast side of the pyramid, adjacent to the projecting

stairway. This room, which is 10.13 meters long and 2.82 meters wide, had a

long bench against the back wall, about .61 meters high and 1.22 meters deep.

Tlie springline of the vault is 1.93 meters above the top of the bench. This

room, as well as the upper level room on the other side (and its stairway)

appear to be secondary additions to the original pyramid.
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Coba, Nohoch Mul Group. Ixmoja Pyramid, before excavation.

Coba, Nohoch Mul Group. Ixmoja Pyramid, before excavation.



SITE: COBA DATE: 3/12/1978

SrnUJCTURE I Upper Temple, Nohoch Mul (Ixmoja) Pyramid Temple

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: The upper temple of the Nohoch Mul (Ixmoja) pyramid-

temple is a single room, East Coast temple-type building measuring 8.90 meters

long and 3.33 meters deep. It has a single doorway in its main facade,

overlooking the huge artificial platform, which supports the entire Nohoch Mul

Group. The temple is situated near the back of the uppermost body of the

supporting pyramidal substructure which is about 14 meters wide and 11 meters

deep, and there is a small altar about 6.08 meters in front of the doorway of the

temple (see plan).

ORIENTATION: Main facade faces southwest.

EXTERIOR DETAILS:

EASE MOLDING:

Form: Single member, rectangular molding.

Size: About .25 m. high.

Projection: .05-.07 m. at top.

LOWER WAIi ZONE:

Height: 2.12 m., top of base to bottom of medial molding.

Stonework: Walls faced with very roughly dressed and irregulary shaped blocks;

considerable chinking in joints.

Thickness: Front wall .99 m. thick at doorjambs.

Decoration:P Faint traces of blue paint on wall above recessed lintel over

doorway.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Jambs show slight inward slope.

Jambs: Faced with roughly dressed, rectangular blocks.

Lintels: Recessed stone lintel, .17 m. high. Outer face of lintel recessed .17 m.

from outside face of wall. .57 m., bottom of lintel to bottom of medial molding.



MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Single member, rectangular molding.

Size: .34 m. high.

Projection: .15 m. at bottom.

Decoration: None.

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: .95 m., top of medial molding to bottom of cornice.

Stonework: Where plain, walls faced with roughly dressed blocks, similar to

those used in walls below.

Decoration: Three niches, .70 m. wide, .66 m. high. .20 m. deep, immediately

above medial molding (northwest niche fallen). Each niche carried sculptured

figure of Dividing God, painted in red and blue.

CORNICE:

Form: Single member rectangular molding. Top of molding about .50 m. below

top of roof.

Size: .30 m. high.

Projection: .12 m. at bottom.

Decoration: None.

ROCF SIRUCTORE: None.

ARCHITECTURAL STYI: East Coast, Postclassic style.

COMMENTS: Because of the size and height of its supporting pyramid, the

"Diving God" temple was seen by the earliest explorers of Coba and was first

photographed in 1891 by Teobert Maler (Benavides, 1981, fig. 19). It was

described in some detail by Pollock (1932) and was cleared and consolidated by

INAH crews in 1975. Both the temple, and its supporting platform (uppermost

level of Nohoch Mul pyramid) are late, secondary additions to the basic Late

Classic pyramidal substructure, and virtually all details of the temple itself are

characteristic of those seen in East Coast, Postclassic architecture. The

Diving God is a particularly prominent feature at Tulum, for example.



SITE: COBA DATE: 3/12/1978

STRDCITJRE I Upper Temple, Nohoch Mul (Ixmaja) Pyramid-Temple

INTERIOR DETAILS:

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 6.84 m.

Width: 1.36 m.

WALLS:

Height: 2.05 m. (approx.), floor to springline.

Thickness: Front wall .99 m. thick at doorjambs.

Stonework: Walls faced with very roughly dressed blocks, varying in size and

shape; surfaces irregular due to poor stonework.

Doorways: Exterior doorway .80 m. wide at bottom, .78 m. at top, 1.55 m. high.

.52 m. bottom of lintel to springline.

Rod Sockets: None.

Cordholders :L None noted.

Wall Openings: Small niches, .20 x .17 m., in both end walls; .61 m. above

springline. Small "vent" holes in end walls and rear walls about .28 m. high,

just below springline.

Platforms: Large, U-shaped platforms fills most of floor space, .71 m. front wall

to face of platform.

Other: Interior of room initially intact.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: About .07 m. (irregular).

Height: 1.44 m.. springline to bottom of capstone.

Form: Vault faces slightly bottle-shaped (see section). End walls slope inward.

Stonework: Vault faced with thin slabs, somewhat better dressed than stones

used in walls.

Capstones: Capstone span varies - .30-.46 m.

Crossbeams: One row of 5 crossbeams, about .43 m. to center above springline.

Other: Vault relatively high in relation to room width.

OBSERVATIONS: Stonework and workmanship seen in this room is very poor.

Everything looks "crude" and all surfaces and edges are very irregular.
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SHE: COBA DATE: 9/12/1978

STRUCTURE: IX - NOHOCH MUL GROUP

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: The building complex, known as Structure IX of the

Nohoch Mul Group, consists of a good-sized platform, some 4.0 meters high,

which supports the remains of several sets of rooms, some of which are on an

upper level. The rooms can be reached from a broad stairway on the south side,

which is now mostly rubble. See Benavides (1981, figs. 22, 23, 24) for sketch

drawings of platform and rooms.

ORIENTATION: Main axis of room I measured runs north-south.

EXTERIOR DETAIK3:

BASE MOLDING: No data - covered with debris

LOWER WAIi ZONE:

Height: 2.53 m., top of base to bottom of medial molding.

Stonework: Walls faced with roughly cut blocks, .51-.61 m. long, .17-. 25 m. high.

Thickness: Not recorded.

Decoration: Wall probably painted, but this assumption is based on presence of

paint on underside of medial molding.

DOORWAYS: No data on exterior doorways.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Single-member, rectangular molding.

Size: Overall height uncertain since only lowest course of molding still in

place.

Projection: .20 m. at bottom.

Decoration: Underside of molding painted red.

UPPER WAIU, ZONE: No data.

CORNICE: No data.



ROOF SntUCTURE: I have no data on roof structures. See Benavides (1981) for

drawings and discussion of roofcombs.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Late Classic Coba style.

COMMENTS: My notes on Structujre IX are very fragmentary, since most of the

rooms are badly fallen and I was unable to make out the overall plan.

Description of this building provided by Pollock is also somewhat confused, due

to advanced state of collapse, but I believe that the room I described and

measured (see description below) was the same one described by Pollock (1932:

87-88). See Benavides (1981: 64-66) for further discussion of this building

complex.



SITE: COBA DATE: 3/12/1978

STRUCTURE: IX - NOHOCH MUL GROUP

INTERIOR DETAII& Room ?

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 15.20 m. (estimated).

Width: 2.40 m.

WALLS:

Height: 2.12 m., floor to springline.

Thickness: End wall .73 m. thick.

Stonework: Walls faced with roughly dressed blocks with considerable chinking

in joints due to irregularity of blocks.

Doorways: Doorway in end wall to adjacent room .85 m. wide.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: No data.

Wall Openings:

Platforms: No data.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: About .05 m. long walls, .025 m. end walls.

Height: 1.62 m., springline to bottom of capstones.

Form: Vault faces have straight sides.

Stonework: Vault faced with numerous courses of very thin slabs, some no more

than .025-.037 m. thick. Exposed ends vertical but surface still frairly smooth.

Capstones: Capstone span about .30 m. No molding below capstones.

Crossbeams: Three rows of crossbeams; one beam is intact.

Other: While room is fairly well preserved, almost no plaster is still in place on

vault.
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SITE: COBA DATE: 3/9/1978

STRUCTURE: X - NOHOCH MUL GROUP

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Structure X is a two-room, range-type building which

stands on a platform about 1.93 meters high. Platform has rounded corners and

projecting stairway, with 8 risers, about 12.79 meters wide, on northwest side.

A central niche at the foot of the stairway, containing a sculptured stela,

divides the stairway into two parts near the bottom (see plan).

The building proper has a gallery-type front room with five doorways in the

main facade, and a single room behind reached by a central doorway. The upper

part of the walls and both vaults are completely collapsed, leaving no clues as

to the treatment of the upper facades.

ORIENTATION: Main facade faces northwest.

EXTERIOR DETAILS:

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Single member, rectangular molding.

Size: .30 m. high.

Projection: .14 m. at top.

LOWER WAU, ZONE:

Height: Uncertain
-

upper portion of walls fallen.

Stonework: Walls faced with roughly dressed blocks, irregular in size and shape.

Thickness: Piers of front wall .76 m. thick at doorjambs.

Decoration: None.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs: Faced with roughly dressed blocks, similar to those used in walls.

Lintels: No data - fallen.

MEDIAL MDIiMNG: No data; completely fallen.



UPPER WAIi ZONE: No data; completely fallen.

CORNICE: No data.

ROCF STRUCTURE: None.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Late Classic (Coba region) style.

COMMENTS: Structure X is noteworthy mostly for the presence of a well-

preserved stela situated in a recess at the foot of the stairway on the

northwest side of its supporting substructure (see plan). Pollock and Thompson

(1932) found the lower half of this stela in 1930 but the upper portion was not

found until 1974. This monument, known officially as Stela 20, is both the best

preserved of the known stelae at Coba and perhaps even more importantly,

carries a date of November 30, A.D. 780, which is the latest recorded date at

Coba (Stuart, 1975). The stela depicts an elaborately costumed personage,

probably a ruler, who holds a long ceremonial bar. He stands on the backs of

two kneeling figures, with two larger kneeling figures (captives or slaves) at

either side (see drawing and photos). A smaller sculptured stone was also

found in the debris which carried a series of incised glyphs, arranged in a

spiral fashion (Benavides, 1981, fig. 26).



SITE: COBA DATE: 3/9/1978

STRUCTURE X - NOHOCH MUL GROUP

INTERIOR DETAIU3: Room 1 (Outer room)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 13.60 m.

Width: 2.00 m.

WALLS:

Height: Uncertain; upper portion fallen.

Thickness: Piers of front wall .76 m. thick at jambs. Dividing wall to rear room

1.05 m. thick. North end wall 6.78 m. thick, south end wall .91 m.

Stonework: Walls faced with good-sized, roughly dressed blocks set in uneven

courses.

Doorways: Central doorway 2.00 m. wide. Lateral doorways 1.22 m. to 1.32 m.

wide. Doorways in end walls 1.03 m. wide.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: No data.

Wall Openings: None noted.

Platforms: None.

VAULTS: No data; fallen.

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 2 (Rear room)

Length: 13.58 m.

Width: 1.50 m.

Doorway: 1.37 m. wide.

Other: All remaining details same as those seen in Room 1.
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SITE: COBA DATE: 3/11/1978

LAS PINTURAS GROUP

Tne Las Pinturas Group is a postclassic assemblage of structures and stelae

situated some distance east of the Coba Group between Sacbes 4 and 8 (see

site plan). The group consists of an 8 meter high stepped pyramid and its

associated buildings (Structures I and II), together with a number of other

structures including a colonnaded building (Structure III), 13 altars, and

several stelae. The pyramid- temple complex, with the Temple of the Paintings

on top (Structure I), has a broad stairway on the northwest side, at the foot of

which is a vaulted oratory-type building (Structure II) housing the remains of a

carved Stela (Stela 27). Two other stela, Stela 26 and Stela 28, which are also

housed in small, walled enclosures, are found some distance northwest of the

principal group of structures and altars (see sketch plan).
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SITE: COBA DATEs 3/11/1978

STRUCTURE: TEMPLE OF THE PAINTINGS (Structure I, Pinturas Group)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Very small, one-room temple-type building which

stands on stepped pyramid with four main bodies. Broad stairway, divided near

top, on northwest side of pyramid with additional vaulted building near foot of

stairway. Main facade of temple, which has single doorway with round column

in center, faces northwest. Narrow doorways in both ends of building provide

additional access points. Building gets its name, Temple of the Paintings,
from the blocks of painted glyphs and other designs over the doorway in the

main facade.

ORIENTATION: Main facade faces west-northwest.

EXTERIOR DETAILS:

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Single member, projecting base.

Size: .23 m. high.

Projection: .35 m. at front, .20-.22 m. at side and rear.

LOWER WAIA ZONE:

He*g"t: 1-83 m. (approx.) top of base to bottom of medial molding.

Stonework: Wall faced with 7-8 courses of very roughly dressed blocks, set in

uneven courses.

Thickness: Front (west) wall .86 m. thick at doorjambs.

Decoration: Outer face of lintel, and narow wall above painted yellow, blue and

red. Colors were changed as new layers of plaster were added.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Front (west) doorway rectangular with round column in center. Jambs of

doorways in end walls have slight inward slope.

Jambs: Faced with roughly dressed rectangular blocks, slightly better cut than

those in walls.

Lintels: Stone lintels, .15-. 19 m. deep.



MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Three members
- rectangular projecting members top and bottom, recessed

central member.

Size: Overall height about 1.03 m.. Upper member .27 m. high, central section

.46 m. high, lower member .26 m. high.

Projection: .15-.17 m. at bottom, .14 m. at top.

Decoration: Painted blocks of hieroglyphic inscriptions on smooth plaster in

central section over doorway in main facade. Colors include red, black, blue-

green (see photo).

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: Uncertain; upper portion fallen.

Stonework: Walls faced with small, roughly dressed blocks, set in irregular

courses.

Decoration: None in place; facing mostly fallen.

CORNICE: No cornice molding.

ROOF STRUCTURE: None.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: East Coast, Postclassic style.

COMMENTS: The Las Pinturas Group and the Temple of the Paintings (Structure

I) was not located by any of the Carnegie Institution expeditions during the

late 1920's, indicating once more how difficult it is to find even sizable

structures when they are covered over with dense, secondary growth. Following

its discovery in 1974 during the INAH site survey, the principal structures of

the group were excavated and consolidated in 1975 under the direction of

Piedad Peniche Rivero (Peniche and Folan, 1978).

The temple proper (Structure I) can be characterized as a Tulum- type, temple-

shrine structure, examples of which are found at numerous sites along the east

coast, including Tulum and Tancah. The painted designs over the doorway in

the principal facade have been illustrated and described in some detail by

Martine Fettweis-Vienot (1980) who sees the paintings in both the upper temple

and the oratory below as part of an East Coast tradition, as exemplified by the



paintings in the Castillo and other buildings at Tulum. All of the architectural

and construction features of this building, as well as its decorative features

(paintings), are fairly typical for what is generally called the Postclassic, East

Coast architectural style.



SHE: COBA DATE: 3/11/1978

STRUCTURE: TEMPLE OF THE PAINTINGS (Structure I, Pinturas Group)

INTERIOR DETAILS:

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 2.78 m.

Width: 2.34 m.

WALLS:

Height: 1.67 m., floor to springline.

Thickness: Front wall .86 m. thick at doorjambs. End walls about .82 m. thick.

Stonework: Walls faced with roughly dressed blocks, irregular in size and shape.

Considerable spawl between joints.

Doorways: Doorway in front wall 1.67 (?) m. wide overall. Round column in

center, .43 m. in diameter. Walls painted in different colors (outermost layer

red with black lines) and fragment of painted figure near southeast corner.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .10-. 12 m.

Height: 1.76 m., springline to bottom of capstones.

Form: Vault faces show wide stepped faces, but stonework and construction so

poor that it is difficult to tell if "steps" are deliberate or accidental. End

walls step inward.

Stonework: Vault faced with roughly dressed slabs, with corbelling creating

crude stepped form.

Capstones: Capstone span about .30-.36 m.
-

irregular.

Crossbeams: Two rows of crossbeams. Lower row about .33 m. above springline,

upper row another .76 m. higher. Lower beams .61 m. from end walls.

OBSERVATIONS: Nohoch Mul pyramid (Ixmoja) can easily be seen from doorway

in north end wall.
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SITE: COBA DATE: 3/11/1978

STRUCTURE: II (Oratory at front of stairway of Structure I)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Small, vaulted masonry building which stands on its

own low platform near foot of stairway leading to Temple of the Paintings. The

pear wall of this building rests against the 5th riser of a divided stairway

leading to the main stairway of Structure I. -Singledoorway in front

_inor_thwest-) to- the main stairway- af
-

Stirrcjture~~L- Single doorway in front

(northwest) wall overlooks small plaza filled with 13 altars of different sizes

and shapes (see plan). The single room, which houses the remains of a

sculptured stela, was covered with a masonry vault, now fallen.

ORIENTATION: Main facade faces northwest.

EXTERIOR DETAILS:

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Single member, rectangular molding.

Size: About .20-. 22 m. high.

Projection: .10 m. (approx.) at top.

LOWER WAIi, ZONE:

Height: Uncertain; upper portion fallen.

Stonework: Walls faced with small to medium-sized, roughly dressed blocks and

slabs, set in uneven courses. Considerable spawl in joints.

Thickness: Front wall about .73 m. thick at doorjambs.

Decoration: Walls were covered with several layers of stucco, each decorated

with elaborate paintings which included glyphs, and an elaborate "dragon".

These paintings were removed and sent to Mexico City for preservation.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs: Present doorjambs, including column at rear of jambs, are

secondary additions.

Lintels: Fallen; no data.



MEDIAL MOLDING: No data; fallen.

UPPER WAU, ZONE: No data; fallen.

CORNICE: No data.

ROCF STRUCTURE: None.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: East Coast, Postclassic style.

COMMENTS: According to Folan (1983) Structure II represents at least three

stages of construction,. The first stage is represented by the stela (Stela 27)

which stood on its own base in a slot at the bottom of the stairway behind.

The second stage is represented by the building proper, including the U-shaped

bench, which rested on its own projecting platform. The third stage is

represented by the secondary jambs of the doorway, which appear to have been

added at about the time the 13 altars in front were erected. It should also be

noted that Structure II is secondary to the pyramid and temple of Structure I,

although not much time may have elapsed between the two construction phases.



SHE: COBA DATE: 3/11/1978

STRUCTURE: II -

Oratory (at front of stairway of Structure I)

QCIERIOR DETAILS:

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 4.45 m.

Width: 2.65 m.

WALLS:

Height: 2.26 m. (approx.) floor to springline.

Thickness: Front wall .81 -.86 m. thick at doorjambs.

Stonework: Walls faced with very roughly dressed small blocks and slabs set in

uneven courses. Surfaces of walls irregular due to poor stonework.

Doorways: 1.62 m. wide. Ulpper part of jambs and lintel fallen.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: No data.

Monuments: Butt end of sculptured stela (Stela 27) 1.34 m. wide, .31 m. thick,

.91 m. high, with rear face against face of bench. Circular altar, phallus, and

stone sphere found in doorway.

Wall Openings: No data.

Platforms: U-shaped bench, .35 m. high and .85 m. deep at center fills most of

floor space.

Other: Traces of black and blue paint on north end wall, just above bench.

Traces of black lines on rear wall below springline.l

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: Varies, .025-.05 m.

Height: Uncertain; vault almost completely fallen.

Form: Vault face shows roughly straight sides.

Stonework: Vault faced with roughly dressed, fairly thin slabs, set in irregular

courses.

Capstones: No data; fallen.

Crossbeams: Only one hole for crossbeams still visible; this is .20 m. to center

above springline and .86 m. from north end wall.



Other: Vault mostly fallen. End walls of vault have moderate inward slope.

OBSERVATIONS: Folan (1983) suggested that the stela housed in this room

might have served as a sacrificial altar although the evidence for this is not

clear.



SITE: COBA DATE: 3/11/1978

STRUCTURE: III

Structure III is a colonnaded, Postclassic structure standing on a low platform

(about .15 m. high) on the north side of the plaza in front of Structures I and II

(see plan). It consists of two rows of round columns with square capitals,

about 1.34 m. high, with secondary masonry walls partially enclosing the rear

row of columns. The lack of debris from a fallen vault indicates that Structure

III was roofed over with a pole and thatch roof, similar to those used for roofs

over pole-and-thatch huts. Columns, which are made with small drums, are

about .46-.48 m. in diameter; capitals at top are .61 m. square and .175 m. high.

Overall length of platform about 12.06 m., overall width about 3.15 m.



SITE: COBA DATE: 3/11/1978

LAS PINTURAS GROUP

NOTES ON STELA 26

Stela 26 is situated in a U-shaped enclosure on the southwest side of a

rectangular mound lying about 44.84 meters from Oratory (Structure II) at foot

of stairway leading to Temple of the Paintings (Structure I). This enclosure is

about 1.67 meters wide and 1.16 meters deep. The enclosure stands at the base

of a mound, about 5.02 meters wide and 6.00-7.06 meters deep, which may

represent the remains of a fallen building.

The stela itself, which faces southwest, is 1.27 meters wide, .23 meters thick,

and 2.84 meters high. The design on the front is typical of the Late Classic

stelae at Coba, and shows a regally dressed standing figure with kneeling figure

below. A round altar, about .51 meters in diameter, is located 2.31 meters in

front of the stela.

NOTES ON STELA 28

Stela 28, which is situated about 55.63 meters northwest of Stela 26, also

stands in a U-shaped enclosure about 1.55 meters wide and 1.50 meters deep.

Walls of enclosure are .81 meters high and .81 meters thick. The enclosure is

on the southeast side of a long, low platform with a larger and higher platform

at its northeastern end (see plan).

The stela itself is 1.29 meters wide, .30 meters thick, and 3.55 meters high It

is badly weathered but shows a standing figure in front view holding a manikin

scepter. The main figure stands on a kneeling figure, with two smaller figures

on both sides.
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SITE: COBA

6/9/1981

DATE: '

STRUCTURE: Temple of Sr. Thompson (Tulum- type Temple No. 2)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: The pyramid- temple complex known as the Temple of

Senor Thompson (Benavides, 1981) consists of three major components: 1) a

stepped pyramid, about 7.90 meters high, with four main bodies (terraces) with

rounded corners; 2) a supplementary platform, about 1.11 meters high, on top of

pyramid near rear of upper level; and 3) a very low building platform which

serves as base for a small, shrine-like vaulted masonry building. The latter

building, with a single, narrow doorway in its main facade, measures 3.20

meters long and 2.28 meters deep overall.

The pyramidal substructure has a broad, projecting stairway on its side with 22

risers. Both treads and risers of this stairway are larger than normal as risers

measure .35-.38 meters high and treads are .61 to .68 meters deep. The

supplementary platfoirm has a recessed stairway 1.60 meters wide, with seven

risers, and there are two projecting steps in front of the recessed portion of

this stairway (see plan).

ORIENTATION: Main facade faces

EXTERIOR DETAILS:

BUILDING PLATFORM:

Form: Simple, rectangular platform. Front edge is flush with front wall.

Size: .25 m. high

Projection: Varies
-

see plan.

LOWER WAIi ZONE:

Height: 1.41 m., top of platform to bottom of medial molding.

Stonework: Walls faced with very roughly dressed blocks, varying in size and

shape.

Thickness: Front wall .68 m. thick at doorjamb.

Decoration: Probably painted but no painted surfaces have survived.



DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs: Faced with roughly dressed rectanguilar blocks.

Lintels: Recessed stone lintel; recess about .12 m. deep, extends .17 m. both

sides of doorjamb.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Single member, rectanguilar molding.

Size: .10 m. high.

Projection: .06 m.

Decoration: None noted.

UPPER WALL ZONE:

Height: Uncertain: upper portion fallen.

Stonework: Same as in lower walls.

Decoration: No data.

Other: Face of upper wall sets back .10 m. from face of medial molding.

CORNICE: None.

ROCF SIRUCIURE: None.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: East Coast, Postclassic style.

COMMENTS: I am fairly sure that this structure was first reported by

Thomnpson et. al. (1932:77) as Tulum Type Temple No. 2, since their description,

location and dimensions of Temple No. 2 make a good match with my data from

building described above. Am inclined to believe it is not Thompson's East

Coast Type Temple No. 1 since suipplementary platform of this complex was

noted as having a stairway with ballustrades on both sides.

While the pyramidal substructure is fairly large, considering that many shrines

at Tulum are found at ground level, shrines at other coastal sites such as

Tancah and Xelha do stand on good-sized pyramids. The superstructure, which

is small enough to be called a temple-shrine, is a typical Postclassic building
form found at many East Coast sites. See Lothru^p (1924) and Andrews and

Andrews (1975) for further discussion of shrines and East Coast architecture in

general.



SITE: COBA DATE: 6/9/1981

SIRUCIURE: Temple of Sr. Thompson

INTERIOR DETAILS:

Room Length: 1.64 m.

Room Width: .99 m.

WALLS:

Height: 1.26 m. (approx.)

Thickness: Front wall .68 m. thick at doorjambs.

Stonework: Walls faced with roughly dressed blocks set in uneven courses.

Doorways: .53 m. wide, 1.06 m. high. Recessed stone lintel above; recess .13 m.

deep.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: No data.

Wall Openings: None noted.

Platforms: Low platform against back wall. Platform is .66 m. long, .43 m. deep,

.075 m. high.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset:

Height: .47 m. (approx.) springline to bottom of capstone.

Form: Vault faces more or less straight.

Stonework: Vault faced with roughly cut thin slabs.

Capstones: Capstone span about

Crossbeams: No data.

Other: Very low, crude vault.

OBSERVATIONS: Interior space extremely small and vault very low. Appears to

have been used as a "shrine" where numerous offerings were made by

Postclassic peoples.
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SITE: COBA DATE: 11/20/73, 3/9/78, 6/10/81

STRUCTURE: West Building, El Cuartel Group

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Three-room building; long central room with three

doorways, flanked by projecting lateral rooms at both ends. Main facade faces

southeast overlooking terrace supporting several other structures (see plan).

Building stands on low platform, about 1.06-1.22 meters high, with broad

stairway on southeast side. Outer face of platform, where still intact at rear

of building, shows slight inward slope.

ORIENTATION: Main facade faces east-southeast.

EXTERIOR DETAILS:

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Single member, rectangular molding (rear wall)

Size: .24 m. high.

Projection: .10 m. at top.

LOWER WAIi ZONE: J -*H

Height: 2.13 m., top of base to bottom of medial molding (rear wall).

Stonework: Walls faced with very roughly shaped blocks, set in uneven courses.

Thickness: Front wall .72 m. thick at doorjambs. Rear wall about .76 m. thick.

Decoration: Traces of red paint on remaining plaster.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs: Faced with rectangular blocks, better cut than those used in wall

facings.

Lintels: Stone lintel, .19 m. thick, still in place over doorway in north (front)

wall of Room 1. Other lintels fallen, and replaced with new wood lintels.

MEDIAL MOLDING: Some question regarding presence of real medial molding but

rear (west) facade does appear to include such a molding (see photo).



Form: Single member, rectangular molding.

Size: .40 m. high.

Projection: .23 m. at bottom.

Decoration: Underside of molding painted red.

Other: Construction joint (or finished wall ?) set back .20 m. from face of

molding below.

UPPER WAIi ZONE:

Height: Uncertain; upper portion fallen.

Stonework: Most of outer facing fallen. Small fragment still in place at

northwest corner of facade in front of Room 1 faced with roughly dressed

blocks, varying in size.

Decoration: No data from main (east) facade in front of Room 2 (or from rear

wall) as outer face has entirely fallen. Remnant of north facade of Room 1

shows recessed panel with double setback (see detail).

CORNICE: None in place and there is some doubt if there actually was a

cornice molding.

ROCF STRUCTURE: None.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Late Classic

COMMENTS: According to Benavides (1981) the El Cuartel Group is situated at

Km. 1.204 on Sacbe No. 15. While the beginning of Sacbe No. 15 was located by

one of the CIW groups (Pollock, 1932)), they were unable to track it for any

distance and therefore did not locate the Cuartel Group. The western building

described above is better preserved than most of the other Late Classic

buildings at Coba and is of special interest because of the traces of paintings

on the north wall of Room 3.



SITE: COBA DATE: 3/9/78 & 6/10/81

STRUCTURE: West Building, El Cuartel Complex

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 1 (Lateral Room, South end)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.87 m.

Width: 2.46 m.

WALLS:

Height: 2.13 m., floor to springline.

Thickness: Front (north) wall .73 m. thick at doorjambs.

Stonework: Walls faced with roughly dressed blocks

Doorways: Doorway in front (north) wall, .86 m. wide; stone lintel above, .19 m.

thick, .31 m. bottom of lintel to springline. Doorway in rear (souith) wall, 1.11

m. wide..

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: Finger-type cordholders west side of doorway in north wall .35 m.

from jamb. Additional finger-type cordholders in vault, both front and rear;

one is .06 m. above springline, another .35 m. above.

Wall Openings: Small vent-type holes centered in west end wall. One just below

springline, one about .20 m. below capstones. Additional vent-type holes below

springline in north and south walls, aligned with those in north and south walls

of Room 3 (see plan).

Platforms: None.

Other: Lintel over north doorway recessed about .037 m. on inside face.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: About .12 m. long walls and end walls.

Height: 1.50 m., springline to bottom of capstones.

Form: Vault faces have straight sides....

Stonework: Vault faced with numerous courses of roughly dressed thin slabs

with considerable chinking between, which produces a relatively smooth

surface.

Capstones: Capstone span about .30 m. No molding below capstones.



Crossbeams: Pair of crossbeams near west end of room just below springline.

Additional pair near center of room, .15 m. above springline.. These are .06 m.

in diameter. Single crossbeams near west end of room .46 m. below capstones.

OBSERVATIONS: DEast end wall of this room fallen. 2)Curious "hole" inside of

outside portion of vault on north side just above west doorjambs. This hole is

.135 m. high and .25 m. wide; one face about .15 m. from inside face of vault,

other side .66 m. from outside face of uipper wall (see detail).



SITE: COBA DATE: 3/4/78 <5c 6/10/81

SIRUCIURE: West Building, El Cuartel Group

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 2 (Central Room)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 8.64 m.

Width: 2.55-2.59 m

WAULS:

Height: 2.16 m. floor to springline.

Thickness: Front wall .70 m. thick at doorjambs. Dividing wall to Room 1 is .72

m. thick.

Stonework: Walls faced with 10-11 courses of roughly dressed blocks, set in

uneven courses.

Doorways: South doorway, main facade, 1.01 m. wide, central doorway 1.27 m.

wide, north doorway .91 m. wide. Original lintels fallen. .38 m. bottom of

lintel to springline.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: Finger-type cordholders adjacent to central doorway .46 m. from

doorjambs, .99 m. above floor. Three sets of cordholders adjacent to south

doorway; one just above floor, one just above door lintel, 3rd centered between.

Other small cordholders in rear half of vault.

Wall Openings: Niche in rear wall 1.01 m. from south end wall, .81 m. above

floor. Niche is .40 m. wide, .34 m. high, .35 m. deep. Square holes in both end

walls (to Rooms 1 <5c 3) just below springline. Additional vent holes, .12 x .20

m., in rear wall near 3rd points of room.

Platforms: None.

Other: Traces of blue paint on south end wall.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .08-.! 0 m.

Height: 1.50 m. springline to bottom of capstones.

Form: Vault faces have straight sides.

Stonework: Vaults faced with many courses of thin, roughly dressed slabs and



wedge-shaped stones. These are not "si

region for example.

Capstones: Capstone span .15-. 20 m.

Crossbeams: Pairs of crossbeams, .25-. 29

just below springline; additional pair of

just above springline. Two other rows

springline to capstone, 2nd row about .25

>ecialized" stones as seen in Puuc

m. to center, near both ends of room

beams centered on central doorway,

of crossbeams; one midway from

m. below capstones.

OBSERVATIONS: Most of room, including vault, well preserved.



SHE: COBA DATE: 3/4/78 & 6/10/81

STRUCTURE: West Building, El Cuartel Group

INTERIOR DETAIIA Room 3 (Lateral room, north end)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 6.17 m.

Width: 2.55 m.

WALLS:

Height: 2.06 m. floor to springline.

Thickness: Front (south) wall .73 m. thick at doorjamb.

Stonework:" Walls faced (8-9 courses) with rough cut slabs and blocks with

considerable chinking in joints. Wall surface irregular due to poor stonework.

Doorways: Doorway in south wall 1.21 m. wide.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: None noted.

Wall Openings: Small hole, .10 x .27 m., in west end wall; top .27 m. below

capstones. Additional small hole, .15 x .17 m., in north wall; top is .23 m.

below springline. Similar hole in opposite dividing wall to Room 2.

Platforms: None noted.

Other: Fragment of painting in red and green on north wall.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: .11 m. both long walls and end walls.

Height: 1.51 m. springline to bottom of capstones.

Form: Vault faces have straight sides.

Stonework: Vault fraced with 13-14 courses of thin, roughly dressed slabs;

concrete core behind.

Capstones: Capstone span about .25 m. No molding below capstones.

Crossbeams: Pair of crossbeams near both ends of room, .22 m. center to

center, .11 m. below springline. Additional pairs of crossbeams above (midway

to capstones) with another row of beams about .22 m. above springline.

Other: Traces of painted glyphs, on north wall, above painted area on wall below.

OBSERVFATIONS: East end wall of this room fallen.
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COBA, Cuartel Complex. Section, West Building



COBA, Cuartel Complex. Interior corner showing recess over doorway.
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COBA, Cuartel Complex. Main facade before excavation.

COBA, Cuartel Complex. Main facade before excavation.



COBA, Cuartel Complex. West Building, rear view,
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Coba, Macanxoc Group. Stela 1, rear view. Coba, Macanxoc Group. Stela 1, front view.
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